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Abstract

The latest results of anomalous muon magnetic moment at Fermilab show

a discrepancy of 4.2 σ between the Standard Model (SM) prediction and ex-

perimental value. In this work, we revisit U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry with in the

paradigm of scotogenic model which explains muon (g − 2) and neutrino mass

generation, simultaneously. The mass of new gauge bosonMZµτ generated after

the spontaneous symmetry breaking of U(1)Lµ−Lτ is constrained, solely, in light

of the current neutrino oscillation data to explain muon (g − 2). In particular,

we have obtained two regions I and II, around 150 MeV and 500 MeV, respec-

tively, in MZµτ − gµτ plane which explain the neutrino phenomenology. Region

I is found to be consistent with muon neutrino trident (MNT) bound (gµτ ≤
10−3) to explain muon (g − 2), however, region II violates it for mass range

MZµτ > 300 MeV. We, then, extend the minimal gauged scotogenic model by a

vector like lepton (VLL) triplet ψT . The mixing of ψT with inert scalar doublet

η leads to chirally enhanced positive contribution to muon anomalous magnetic

moment independent of Zµτ mass. Furthermore, we have, also, investigated the

implication of the model for 0νββ decay and CP violation. The non-observation

of 0νββ decay down to the sensitivity of 0.01 eV shall refute the model. The

model, in general,is found to be consistent with both CP conserving and CP

violating solutions.
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1 Introduction

The standard model (SM) of particle physics has been very successful in explaining

the observed dynamics of fundamental particles and their interactions. The discovery

of Higgs boson at large hadron collider (LHC) has affirmed our belief in the theory

though there are few questions which still remain unanswered as of now. For example,

observation of non-zero neutrino mass, matter-antimatter asymmetry, existence of

dark matter (DM), to name a few, are some of the astounding unresolved issues in

the SM and require new physics scenarios for their explanation. Recently, combining

the previous result of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [1], the muon (g − 2)

collaboration at Fermilab has reported a 4.2σ discrepancy between the experimental

observation (aexpµ ) and SM prediction (athµ ) of muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ.

More precisely, they found ∆aµ = aexpµ − athµ = (2.51± 0.59)× 10−9 [2] which is a sign

of new physics motivating theoretical initiatives to calculate various contributions to

muon (g − 2) with extremal precision, in particular, the quantum chromodynamics

(QCD) contribution [3].

Several new physics scenarios have been proposed which can cause muon (g − 2)

to differ from the SM prediction. In supersymmetric models, particles like smuon,

neutralino, chargino enter in the loop and can give additional contribution to muon

(g − 2) [4]. Also, there are plethora of models which attempt to explain DM and

contributions to muon (g−2). In some of these models DM particle participate in the

loop diagram and contribute to muon (g−2). There are another class of models where

DM particle do not directly interact with the SM particles, alternatively, mediator

particle interacts with both DM and SM particle(s). The mediator particle can give

contribution to muon (g − 2) [5]. Furthermore, leptoquark models can, also, give

contribution to muon (g − 2) through the diagrams involving leptoquarks and SM

quarks [6]. The two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) and its variations have, also, been

proposed for the explanation of muon (g − 2) [7–13].

Apart from the above possibilities, another class of model extends the SM with

anomaly free U(1)Lµ−Lτ [14,15] symmetry for the explanation of muon (g−2) [16–22].

After spontaneous breaking of U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry, the new boson Zµτ participate

in the loop diagram to give additional contribution to muon (g − 2). Further varia-

tion of U(1)Lµ−Lτ model is the gauged extension with in the framework of scotogenic

model. The gauged scotogenic model is promising variation which explain neutrino

mass generation, dark matter and muon (g−2), simultaneously. These scenarios have

been extensively explored in different variations e.g. see Refs. [23–27]. The neutrino

masses are generated by usual scotogenic process at one loop level by requiring three
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right handed neutrinos and an inert doublet. It is known that, in this framework,

the mass of Zµτ (MZµτ ) has to be less than the bound O(102) MeV coming from

muon neutrino trident (MNT) process [28]. Although there are severe experimental

constraints on new gauge boson mass from CCFR [28], WD cooling [29,30], COHER-

ENT [31,32], NA62 [33] and NA64 [34] but there still remain allowed parameter space

in MZµτ −gµτ plane which can explain muon (g−2). There are few attempts to widen

the mass range of Zµτ explaining muon (g− 2) while still being consistent with MNT

and other experimental bounds [8, 35]. In general, the explanation of muon g − 2

based on gauged scotogenic model assumes small mixing between Zµτ and SM gauge

boson Z. Otherwise the new gauge boson may not explain the muon (g − 2) due to

constraints from Z-pole precision observable at LEP [36].

In the present work, we revisit the possible explanation of muon (g− 2) in U(1)Lµ−Lτ
scotogenic extension of the SM model wherein the particle content has been enlarged

with three right handed neutrino (Nk, k = e, µ, τ), one scalar singlet S and one inert

doublet η. Nk and η are odd under unbroken Z2 symmetry making them suitable DM

matter candidate while scalar singlet S is even. Unlike the earlier works, the mass

range of new gauge boson MZµτ explaining muon (g−2) has been constrained in light

of the current neutrino oscillation data. Also, as discussed earlier, the explanation

of muon g − 2 based on gauged scotogenic model assumes small mixing between Zµτ

and SM gauge boson Z. In this work, we implement an extension of the gauged

scotogenic model with vector like lepton (VLL) triplet ψT wherein muon (g − 2) can

be explained independent of above mixing pattern and U(1)Lµ−Lτ gauge boson mass.

In fact, the mixing of ψT and inert doublet η of scotogenic model results in chirally

enhanced positive contribution to muon (g − 2).

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss minimal gauged scotogenic

model. In Section 3, we extend the minimal gauged scotogenic model, discussed in

Section 2, by a vector like lepton triplet and show that it successfully explains muon

(g − 2) and neutrino oscillation data. Finally, in Section 4, we brief our conclusions.

2 Minimal Gauged Scotogenic Model

Scotogenic model proposed by E. Ma [37] is a promising framework to explain dark

matter (DM) and non-zero neutrino mass, simultaneously. Within this model, the

field content is enlarged with three right handed neutrinos and an inert doublet η. In

general, the contribution of inert doublet η to muon (g−2) is negative [24,38,39]. This

motivates to study U(1)Lµ−Lτ extensions of scotogenic model for possible explanation
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Symmetry Group Le, Lµ, Lτ eR, µR, τR Ne, Nµ, Nτ H S η

SU(2)L × U(1)Y (2, -1/2) (1, -1) (1, 0) (2, 1/2) (1, 1) (2, 1/2)
U(1)Lµ−Lτ (0, 1, -1) (0, 1, -1) (0, 1, -1) 0 1 0
Z2 + + - + + -

Table 1: The field content and respective charge assignments under SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×
U(1)Lµ−Lτ × Z2.

of muon (g − 2) and neutrino phenomenology. The SM gauge group is extended by

U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry. The complete particle content of the model with corresponding

charge assignments are given in Table 1. Here, Lk(k = e, µ, τ) are the usual SM

left handed lepton doublets, kR(k = e, µ, τ) are SM right handed charged leptons,

Nk(k = e, µ, τ) are right handed neutrino singlets, H is SM Higgs, η is inert doublet

and S is scalar singlet field introduced to break U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry to induce the

mass of the new gauge boson Zµτ . All the beyond SM (BSM) fields are odd under Z2

except S, the lightest of which can be DM candidate within the model.

The relevant terms in Lagrangian can be written as

L = Lscalar + LN −
1

4
(Zµτ )µνZ

µν
µτ −

ε

2
(Zµτ )µνB

µν , (1)

where LScalar is the Lagrangian containing kinetic and potential terms of the scalar

sector (H, η, S) of the model, LN is the Lagrangian for neutrino sector. The fourth

and fifth terms in Eqn. (1) are, kinetic term for Zµτ and mixing term of Zµτ -Z gauge

bosons, respectively (ε is mixing parameter). The Lagrangian for scalar fields is given

by

LScalar = (DµH)†(DµH) + (Dµη)†(Dµη) + (DµS)†(DµS)

− V (H, η, S), (2)

where the covariant derivative Dµ is given by

Dµ = ∂µ − i
g

2
τ.Wµ − ig

′ Y

2
Bµ − igµτYµτ (Zµτ )µ (3)

and the scalar potential V (H, η, S) can be written as

V (H, η, S) = −µ2
H(H†H) + µ2

η(η
†η)− µ2

S(S†S) + λ1(H
†H)2 + λ2(η

†η)2

+ λ3(η
†η)(H†H) + λ4(η

†H)(H†η) +
λ5
2

[(H†η)2 (4)

+(η†H)2] + λS(S†S)2 + λHS(H†H)(S†S) + ληS(η†η)(S†S). (5)
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The SM gauge symmetry is broken by the neutral component of Higgs doublet H

while the U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry is broken by the non-zero vacuum expectation value

(vev) vS of scalar singlet S which results in a massive gauge boson Zµτ with mass

MZµτ = gµτvs where gµτ is Lµ − Lτ gauge coupling. Also, we assume µ2
η > 0 so that

η do not acquire any vev. After the symmetry breaking, neutral components of the

scalar fields can be written as

H0 =
1√
2

(v + h1 + ih2),

η0 =
1√
2

(η1 + iη2),

S =
1√
2

(vS + s1 + is2), (6)

where 〈S〉 = vS/
√

2, 〈H〉 = (0, v/
√

2)T with v = 246 GeV.

In the basis {h1, s1, η1, η2}, mass matrix for the neutral scalars is

M2
0 =


M11 M12 0 0

M12 M22 0 0

0 0 M33 M34

0 0 M34 M44

 , (7)

where

M11 = 2λ1v
2,

M12 = λHSvvS,

M22 = 2λSv
2
S,

M33 = µ2
η +

1

2
(λ3 + λ4 +Re[λ5]) v

2 +
1

2
ληSv

2
S,

M34 = −Im[λ5]v
2,

M44 = µ2
η +

1

2
(λ3 + λ4 −Re[λ5])v2 +

1

2
ληSv

2
S.

The mass matrix for the neutral scalar can be diagonalized by(
h

s

)
=

(
cosα1 − sinα1

sinα1 cosα1

)(
h1

s1

)
, (8)

and (
η0R
η0I

)
=

(
cosα2 − sinα2

sinα2 cosα2

)(
η1

η2

)
, (9)
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where tanα1,2 = r1,2

1+
√

1+r21,2
with r1 = vvSλHS

λ1v2−λSv2S
and r2 = − Im[λ5]

Re[λ5]
[40]. Hence masses

of scalars are

M2
s,h = λ1v

2 + λSv
2
S ± (λ1v

2 + λSv
2
S)
√

1 + r21, (10)

while the masses of charged scalar H±, pseudoscalars η0I and η0R are given by

M2
H± = µ2

η +
1

2
(λ3v

2 + ληSv
2
S), (11)

M2
η0I ,η

0
R

= M2
H± +

(
λ4
2
± |λ5|

)
v2,

where +(−) sign is for η0I (η
0
R).

Furthermore, the Yukawa Lagrangian for the model is given by

−LN ⊃ yeL̄eHeR + yµL̄µHµR + yτ L̄τHτR

+ yηeL̄eη̃Ne + yηµL̄µη̃Nµ + yητ L̄τ η̃Nτ

+ yeτSNeNτ + yeµS
∗NeNµ

+
Mee

2
NeNe +MµτNµNτ + h.c, (12)

where η̃ = iσ2η
∗. Using Eqn. (12), the charged lepton mass matrix Ml, Dirac Yukawa

matrix yD and right handed neutrino mass matrix MR are given by

Ml =
1√
2

yev 0 0

0 yµv 0

0 0 yτv

 ,

yD =

yηe 0 0

0 yηµ 0

0 0 yητ

 ,MR =

Mee x y

x 0 Mµτe
iδ

y Mµτe
iδ 0

 , (13)

where x ≡ yeµvS/
√

2, y ≡ yeτvS/
√

2 and δ is the phase remaining after redefinition

of the fields.

2.1 Neutrino Masses and muon (g − 2)

The neutrino masses are generated at one loop level (Fig. 1) resulting in the light

neutrino mass matrix given by [37,41]
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Figure 1: The diagram responsible for neutrino mass generation in scotogenic model
at one loop level.

Mν
ij =

∑
k

yikyjkMk

16π2

[
M2

η0R

M2
η0R
−M2

k

ln
M2

η0R

M2
k

−
M2

η0I

M2
η0I
−M2

k

ln
M2

η0I

M2
k

]
, (14)

where Mk is the mass of kth right handed neutrino and Mη0R,η
0
I

are the masses of real

and imaginary parts of inert doublet η. The Yukawa couplings appearing in Eqn. (14)

are derived from yD in the basis where MR is diagonal. If the mass squared difference

between η0R and η0I i.e. M2
η0R
−M2

η0I
= λ5v

2 << M2 where M2 = (M2
η0R
−M2

η0I
)/2, then

above expression reduces to

Mν
ij =

λ5v
2

16π2

∑
k

yikyjkMk

M2 −M2
k

[
1− M2

k

M2 −M2
k

ln
M2

M2
k

]
. (15)

The effective low energy neutrino mass matrix Mν obtained using Eqn. (15) can be

diagonalized to ascertain model predictions for neutrino masses and mixing angles

viz.,

Mν = UM ν
dU

T , (16)

where U is unitary matrix and Mν
d = diag(m1,m2,m3), mi are neutrino mass eigen-

values. In term of the elements of the diagonalizing matrix

U =

Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3

 , (17)

the neutrino mixing angles can be evaluated using
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Figure 2: One loop contribution to muon (g − 2) mediated by neutral gauge boson
Zµτ .

sin2 θ13 = |Ue3|2, sin2 θ23 =
|Uµ3|2

1− |Ue3|2
, sin2 θ12 =

|Ue2|2

1− |Ue3|2
. (18)

Zµτ contribution to Muon (g − 2):

It is to be noted that though the charged component of inert doublet at one loop

level contributes negatively to the muon magnetic moment but is too small and there

is dominant positive contribution from Zµτ (Fig. 2). The one loop contribution to

muon anomalous magnetic moment ∆aµ arising from U(1)Lµ−Lτ neutral gauge boson

Zµτ is given by [42,43]

∆aµ(Zµτ ) =
g2µτ
8π2

∫ 1

0

dz
2m2

µz
2(1− z)

z2m2
µ + (1− z)M2

Zµτ

≈
g2µτ
8π2

2m2
µ

3M2
Zµτ

, (19)

where MZµτ is the mass of gauge boson (Zµτ ) and mµ is mass of muon with MZµτ >

mµ. The coupling strength gµτ of gauge boson is severely constrained to be less

than 10−3 from the measurement of muon neutrino trident (MNT) cross-section by

experiments like CCFR [28], COHERENT [31,32], BABAR [44].

2.2 Numerical Analysis

The mass of the gauge boson MZµτ = gµτvS where the vev vS, also, appears in MR.

Consequently, when we write Dirac Yukawa matrix yD in MR diagonal basis, the

low energy effective neutrino mass matrix Mν (Eqn. (15)) depends on vS through

couplings yik and yjk. The range of vS is constrained by demanding the model to have

consistent low energy phenomenology. The neutrino masses and mixing angles are

obtained by diagonalising the neutrino mass matrix. In the numerical analysis, the
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Parameter Range
Mee [30, 70] GeV
Mµτ [30, 80] GeV
x [30, 80] GeV
y [20, 60] GeV
δ [0, 2π]
yηk [10−3, 10−1]
µη [10, 103] GeV
λ3 [10−2, 10−1]
λ4 [10−1, 1]
λ5 [10−5, 10−4]
ληS [10−2, 10−1]
vS [102, 9× 102] GeV
Nk [106, 108] GeV

Table 2: The parameter ranges used in the numerical analysis (k = e, µ, τ).

model predictions for neutrino mass squared differences (∆m2
21 = m2

2−m2
1, |∆m2

31| =
|m2

3−m2
1|) and mixing angles (θ13, θ23, θ12) are compared with the experimental data

(3σ ranges) [45]

sin2 θ13 = (0.02034−0.02430), sin2 θ23 = (0.407−0.620), sin2 θ12 = (0.269−0.343),

∆m2
31 = (2.431− 2.599)× 10−3eV 2, ∆m2

21 = (6.82− 8.04)× 10−5eV 2, (20)

to constrain the allowed parameter space. The free parameters in the neutrino mass

matrix are varied randomly with in ranges given in Table 2.

The allowed parameter space, in MZµτ -gµτ plane, which satisfies the low energy neu-

trino oscillation data and its prediction for muon (g − 2) is shown in Fig 3. It is

evident from Fig. 3 that there exist two regions in gµτ −MZµτ plane, MZµτ ≈ 150

MeV and 500 MeV, for which neutrino phenomenology is satisfied within the model.

The experimental bounds from CCFR [28], WD cooling [29, 30] and future sensitiv-

ities of experiments like NA62 [33] and NA64 [34] are, also, shown (dashed lines) in

Fig 3. The upper triangular region is excluded from cooling of white dwarf systems

(WD) [29,30]. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that region I (around 150 MeV) explains the

muon (g− 2) while region II satisfies neutrino phenomenology but not muon (g− 2).

Hence, the minimal U(1)Lµ−Lτ scotogenic model explains muon (g − 2) for MZµτ ≈
150 MeV. In the next section, we propose a framework in which we can explain muon

(g − 2) in region II i.e. in absence of contribution from Zµτ .

Benchmark Point: In order to emphasise the viability of the model based on correct

low energy neutrino phenomenology and experimental measurement of muon (g− 2),

9



Figure 3: The allowed parameter space consistent with low energy neutrino phe-
nomenology in MZµτ − gµτ plane. The parameter space in region I around 150 MeV
(blue) is consistent with the experimental observation of muon (g − 2)(solid blue
lines).

we have obtain the benchmark point of the numerical analysis for representative

values of input parameters given in Table 3. The model predictions for neutrino

mixing angles and mass squared differences are

sin2 θ13 = 0.020, sin2 θ23 = 0.56, sin2 θ12 = 0.30,

∆m2
31 = 2.4× 10−3eV 2, ∆m2

21 = 7.8× 10−5eV 2.

The value of ∆aµ(Zµτ ) = 2.78× 10−9 for MZµτ = 147 MeV and gµτ = 0.0008.

3 Extension of Minimal Gauged Scotogenic Model

by a Vector like Lepton (VLL) triplet

In general, the explanation of muon g − 2 based on gauged scotogenic model [23–25]

assumes small mixing between Zµτ and SM gauge boson Z. In absence of the Zµτ

contribution (large MZµτ or large mixing paradigms), we extend the gauged scotogenic

10



Parameter Value
(Mee, Mµτ ) (69.2, 66) GeV
(x, y) (54.8, 26.6) GeV
δ 347.52o

yηk (0.043, 0.048, 0.047)
(Mη0R

,Mη0I
) (172.97, 172.98) GeV

vS 184 GeV
Nk (7.96, 2.04, 6.77) ×107 GeV

Table 3: The values of parameters used to obtain benchmark point of the numerical
analysis (k = e, µ, τ).

model by a VLL triplet ψT to explain muon (g − 2)

ψT =

 ψ
−
T√
2

ψ
0

T

ψ
−−
T −ψ

−
T√
2

 , (21)

with charge assignments (3,−1, 1) under SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry and

odd under Z2.

The Lµ − Lτ charge of ψT allows it couples to muon only and shall not contribute in

neutrino mass generation. The new terms in the Lagrangian (Eqn. (1)) are

LψT = ψ̄T iγ
µDµψT − yψη†ψ̄T,RLµ −Mψψ̄TψT + h.c. (22)

where Mψψ̄TψT is the bare mass term for ψT .

The SU(2)L triplet ψT alone gives negative contribution to muon (g − 2) [36]. Also,

as discussed in the previous section, the charged component of scalar doublet η has

a negative contribution to muon (g − 2). However, ψT coupling with η, may results

in chirally enhanced positive contribution to ∆aµ through the second term of Eqn.

(22). The possible diagrams contributing to muon (g − 2) are shown in Fig. 4.

The contribution to muon magnetic moment is given by [36]:

∆aµ(η + ψT ) =
m2
µy

2
ψ

16π2M2
η

[5FFFS(M2
ψ/M

2
η )− 2FSSF (M2

ψ/M
2
η )], (23)

where Mψ, Mη are the masses of VLL triplet ψT and inert scalar doublet η, yψ is

coupling constant,

FFFS(t) =
1

6(t− 1)4
[t3 − 6t2 + 3t+ 2 + 6t ln t],

11



Figure 4: The diagrams responsible for positive contribution, from ψT and η, to muon
(g − 2) at one loop level.
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Figure 5: The correlation of sin2 θ12, sin
2 θ23 and sin2 θ13 with sum of neutrino masses

Σmi. The horizontal lines are allowed 3σ ranges of mixing angles [45] and the grey
shaded region is disallowed by cosmological bound on sum of neutrino masses [53,54].

and

FSSF (t) =
1

6(t− 1)4
[−2t3 − 3t2 + 6t− 1 + 6t2 ln t], (24)

where t =
M2
ψ

M2
η
.

3.1 Numerical Analysis

In addition to the parameters in Table 2, we randomly vary Mψ and yψ in the ranges

[100, 400] GeV and [1, 3.544], respectively. Following the procedure as described in

Sec. 2.2, we numerically diagonalize the low energy effective neutrino mass matrix

Eqn. (15) to obtain predictions on neutrino masses and mixing angles. For the sake of
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completeness, we have given some correlation plots depicting the allowed parameter

space of the model. In Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) we have shown the correlation plots

of sin2 θ12/sin2 θ23 and sin2 θ13 with Σmi, respectively. It is evident that the model

predicts neutrino mixing angles in their 3σ ranges consistent with the latest neutrino

oscillation data [45].

Also, information about the CP violation is encoded in CP rephasing invariants JCP ,

I1 and I2. The Jarlskog CP invariant JCP is given by [46,47]

JCP = Im[Ue1Uµ2U
∗
e2U

∗
µ1], (25)

while the other two CP invariants I1, I2 related to Majorana phases can be written

as

I1 = Im|U∗e1Ue2|, I2 = Im|U∗e1Ue3|. (26)

Fig. 6(a) shows the variation of Jarlskog CP invariant with sum of active neutrino

masses Σmi and Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) show the correlation of I1 and I2 with sum of

active neutrino masses Σmi. The model predicts both CP conserving and violating

solutions.

Furthermore, there is a longstanding question in particle physics about the exact

nature of neutrinos. Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) process can shed light on

whether neutrino is Dirac or Majorana particle. Other than the phase space factor,

amplitude of this process is proportional to (1,1) element of the neutrino mass matrix

(Eqn. (15)). We, also, calculate the model prediction for this process. The effective

Majorana mass appearing in the 0νββ decay can be written as

mee ≡Mν
11 =

∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i=1

U2
eimi

∣∣∣∣∣ . (27)

Fig 7 shows the correlation of effective Majorana mass mee with Σmi. Several

0νββ decay experiments with high sensitivities such as nEXO [48], NEXT [49, 50],

KamLAND-Zen [51] and SuperNEMO [52] have bright prospect for its observation.

The sensitivities of these experiments are, also, shown in Fig. 7 which have impera-

tive implication for the model. For example, the non-observation of 0νββ decay down

to the sensitivity of 0.01 eV will refute the model.

Muon (g − 2):

It is well known that, in gauged U(1)Lµ−τ models, the vev of scalar which breaks this

symmetry is chosen such that MZµτ lies within muon neutrino trident (MNT) upper

13
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Figure 6: The correlations of CP rephasing invariants JCP , I1 and I2 with sum of
neutrino masses Σmi. The grey shaded region is disallowed by the cosmological
bound on sum of neutrino masses [53,54].

bound of 300 MeV to satisfy muon (g − 2). It is to be noted that though neutrino

phenomenology can be satisfied for higher MZµτ as discussed in Sec 2.2 but it does

not provide a solution to ∆aµ. The contribution to aµ for this scenario is provided

by coupling of ψT with η through Eqn. (23). In Fig. 8 we have shown the region

of parameter space contributing to anomalous magnetic moment of muon ∆aµ. The

horizontal lines depict the experimental allowed range of ∆aµ.

Benchmark Point: For ready reference, we provide benchmark point showing the

viability of the model to predict neutrino mixing angles and mass squared differences

within experimental range and, also, to explain muon (g−2) using fermion triplet ψT .

For input parameters as listed in Table 4, neutrino mixing angles and mass squared

differences as predicted by the model are

sin2 θ13 = 0.023, sin2 θ23 = 0.49, sin2 θ12 = 0.32

∆m2
31 = 0.0024eV 2, ∆m2

21 = 0.000073eV 2,

and the contribution to muon anomalous magnetic moment ∆aµ(ψT+η) = 3.08×10−9
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The grey shaded region is disallowed by the cosmological bound on sum of neutrino
masses [53, 54].

Parameters Value
(Mee, Mµτ ) (62.2, 73.2) GeV
(x, y) (58.9, 27.1) GeV
δ 282.3
yηk (0.008, 0.008, 0.008)
(Mη0R

,Mη0I
) (278..21, 278.22) GeV

vS 870 GeV
Nk (6.53, 1.41, 5) ×106 GeV

Table 4: The values of input parameters used to obtain benchmark points of numerical
analysis for the extended model (k = e, µ, τ).

for Mψ = 329 GeV, Mη = 126 GeV and yψ = 2.74.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, muon (g−2) anomaly, non-zero neutrino mass, nature of neutrinos lacks

an explanation within the SM. In this work, we revisit the gauged U(1)Lµ−Lτ extension

of the SM with in the framework of scotogenic model. The particle content of the

model is extended by three right handed neutrinos, one inert scalar doublet and a SM

gauge singlet scalar to implement conventional scotogenesis. U(1)Lµ−Lτ symmetry is

broken by the vev vS resulting in massive gauge boson Zµτ . We have shown that

the model predicts the neutrino oscillation parameters with in their experimental

range and simultaneously explains the muon (g − 2). The mass of the gauge boson

MZµτ = gµτvS is constrained by the neutrino phenomenology (through MR). In

fact, we obtain two distinct regions (around 150 MeV and 500 MeV) in MZµτ − gµτ
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Figure 8: The prediction for muon anomalous magnetic moment, considering mixing
of ψT and η, in yψ-∆aµ plane. The horizontal lines show the experimental range of
∆aµ = aexpµ − athµ = (2.51± 0.59)× 10−9 [2].

plane which can explain the neutrino phenomenology. Region I is consistent with the

MNT bound, however, region II violates it for mass range MZµτ > 300 MeV. The

explanation of muon g − 2 based on gauged scotogenic model assumes small mixing

between Zµτ and SM gauge boson Z. In Sec. 3, we propose an extension of the gauged

scotogenic model with VLL triplet wherein muon (g−2) can be explained independent

of above mixing pattern and U(1)Lµ−Lτ gauge boson mass. In this case we have shown

that, in light of the neutrino oscillation data, muon (g−2) can be explained via mixing

between VLL triplet ψT and inert scalar doublet η in the mass range (100-400) GeV.

We have, also, given the benchmark points for both the scenarios emphasising the

viability of the model. In addition, the implication of the model for 0νββ decay has,

also, been studied. The non-observation of 0νββ decay down to the sensitivity of 0.01

eV shall refute the model. The model, in general, predicts both CP conserving and

violating solutions.
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